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Exceleras Locks Fall Conference Schedule
Company executives will travel to a number of business events this season.
GLENCOE, IL -- October, 2019 -- Exceleras, the creator of the DispoSolutions Real
Estate Owned (REO), ValueSolutions Collateral Valuation and ClearView Offer
Management platforms, announced today that the company would send its executives
to numerous conferences this fall, including the MBA’s Annual Convention in Austin, the
IMN MSR and Non-QM Conferences in Los Angeles, and the upcoming Inman Connect
Global Real Estate Investor Conference in New York.
The company will send Exceleras President Michael Harris, Chief Operating Officer
Amy Bergseth, and Vice President of Business Development Barry Owens to these
shows.
“To stay relevant in any business, it’s important to attend the important industry shows
and continue to network with the industry’s leaders,” Owens said. “The shows we will
attend over the next three months will focus on issues that are important to our
customers. We’re looking forward to visiting with our customers, prospects, and vendors
about the changes we expect to see coming in 2020.”
Among the issues that Owens expects to be discussed in detail is the potential future
impact of the increasing number of Non-QM products entering the market. “While these
products are performing well now, if defaults rise in the future these borrowers could be
at the epicenter of any potential problems,” he said.
“We’re fortunate to have some great conference planners in our industry,” Harris said.
“We always see a return on our investment when we attend shows aimed at meeting
the needs of the customers we serve. I’m sure the upcoming business events will be no
exception.”
To schedule a meeting with Exceleras during an upcoming conference, reach out to
Barry Owens at 386-481-8804 or via email at barry.owens@exceleras.com.

About Exceleras
Exceleras, formerly Default Servicing Technologies (DST), in Glencoe, IL, is a premier
provider of web-based automated tools used by mortgage servicers and asset
management providers to efficiently manage and value REO properties. DispoSolutions
was engineered to help maximize performance throughout the REO servicing process.
It combines complete workflow management for all phases of property management
from initial default through final disposition of the real estate owned. The platform
integrates easily with all major servicing platforms to provide a single, reliable portal for
enhanced communications between all parties involved in the transaction, while
ensuring full compliance and accountability. DispoSolutions offers built-in process
checks that ensure accurate and complete information to help servicers make better,
more informed decisions. It also provides easy access to quality service providers
across the country, from appraisers to attorneys. The firm’s national vendor database
includes ratings to help servicers make better, more accurate decisions. Exceleras also
offers the industry’s most advanced and fully automated online valuation management
software: ValueSolutions. Find out more online at http://www.exceleras.com.
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